MSGHL Meeting
Date: 2.10.16
Executive Board: Scott Glynn (P), Jeff Shultz (VP), Karl Borski (ST), Kendall Hanley
(CD)
Association Reps: Jim Schlegel, Scott Doebling, GJ Santelly, Ashley Beven CSAHA,
Marcus LRR, Andy Lutz CSelect, Zach WEHA
Greetings:
Sec/Tres.: All Members have paid and are clear for their League Fees. Invoices for
MSGHL Playoffs are ready and waiting for final seeding to be sent out. A reminder
that association only mail in checks for the Tournament only if it can be received by
2-25-16 otherwise bring to the Edge Ice Arena with the first team playing from your
association. Teams will not be permitted to take the ice with out payment. A Few
associations will be invoiced early due to the fact that they already qualify.
Comm. Director:
Scheduling Director: N/A
Tournament Director:N/A
Discussions: The CAHA State Tournament (Girls) has been scheduled to be played
in Aspen on March 5-6, 2016.
Decision on 14U has been reached. Decided that due to the mutual scheduling
conflicts between Aspen and Durango the BOD decided that the games between the
2 associations will not be played and the Division rankings will be determined based
on the win % . As follows Games won receive 1 point and ties are worth ½ point.
Total number divided by games played.
Edge Ice Arena will provide score clock staff which will be paid for by MSGHL. All
games will be scored on Paper by member association’s parent/volunteers. MSGHL
Staff will enter games from Paper into Sport Ngin immediately following each game.
This should reduce any clerical errors on the volunteer side.
Reminder Tournament fees of $950 per team must be paid prior to taking the ice
and mailing in checks are not allowed. Reminder that the top 6 teams from each
division will be in the playoffs.

Scott Doebling has a 12U request for medical waiver. Scott Glynn: All medical
waivers must be submitted to Scott Glynn (President) n=by next week for review
with the BOD.
Jeff Schultz (VP) brought up the use of “Travel Teams” is not required and the
implementation of the service was hastily set-up before thoroughly vetted by the
BOD. No teams are requiring the use of travel teams but anyone wishing to use it
can.
This service will be reviewed more thoroughly for next year and whether it will be
implemented for next year has yet to be determined.
Karl and Scott Glynn: Discussion on whether to allow Salt Lake City Lighting
Association into the MSGHL for next year is being considered and all feedback from
association membership is welcome. Several considerations need to be made
including but not limited to creating Conferences to help minimize travel (Santa Fe
and SLC). More elaborate discussion needs to be made about how this could look.
Karl Borski also has been contacted by Jr. Buffs organization about the joining the
MSGHL for 2016/17 season.
Adjourned.

